September 20, 2017

160 MPH + Winds  Multiple Tornadoes
Devastation
Nuclear Winter?
No Electricity, Internet, or Cell Service for Months & No Water for Weeks
Dark, Dry, & Silent
No Ferries, No Supplies
Vieques Left Without Electricity & Internet
The View from the States

BREAKING NEWS

"THE ISLAND IS DESTROYED"

WORLD NEWS TONIGHT! DAVID MURR
Personal Network & Social Media

- Founded ViequesLove
- GoFundMe – Over $1,000,000
- In-kind Donations - $1.500,000
- Mastered Disaster Logistics
Receiving Supplies
Very Temporary Storage
A Small Fraction of the Bedding Received & Delivered
Gas and Solar Generators

- Cool insulin and other pharmaceuticals
- Operating oxygen generation equipment
- Lighting
- Recharging electronics
- And....
Post-it Notes

Supplies:
• Blue tarps for damaged roofs
• Medicines
• Hygiene products
• Food
• Tools
• Equipment
• And…. 
& Whiteboards

Habitable Home Prep Req
  - Fair
  - Not Habitable

1. Assess
   - Repair
   - Tear Down
   - Construction
   - Tarps
   - Heavy Equipment
   - MUNI

2. Identify Volunteers
   - Team
   - Evaluation
   - Resource

3. Develop Team
   - Skilled
   - Lead By Line

4. target team

Volunteer Tasking

- Done - DDIAS
-手動リスト
- FEMA
- FEMA Approval
- DCE/REV

Red Cross

Workflow Matrix

Projects

- Schools
- Big Energy
- SM Energy
- HIA
- PWR/Markeing
- Day Care Affairs

Volunteers

PPE
- BG
- OP
- MH
- WT Spho
Dreams of Preparedness

ASSET MAPPING

- To better manage resources
- To establish support
- To analyze vulnerabilities
- To boost capacity
- To build resilience
Big Problem

- 300 Streets in Vieques
- 215 Not Named

Our Solution

- Request Guidance from FEMA, Census, & USPS
- Name Streets
Street Naming with QGIS
Google: ‘My Map’ Concept
Leveraging GIS Experience
Beyond the Basics

• Multi-user
• Online
• Robust integration of data with graphics & location visualization

HELP!
The Plan

• Making good progress
• Continue with “Needs” mapping
• Sharing with other communities
Paradise

Found...again!
Ah, Normalcy!
Vieques Calling!
NCC works alongside communities of all sizes and political stripes to support local officials who are working to expand broadband access and increase adoption. All are committed to bringing fast, affordable, and reliable high-speed connectivity within reach for their residents.
WE BELIEVE POWER IS A HUMAN RIGHT
BUILD
WIELD
WIN
bit.ly/PowerIndexDenver
Humanitix is a 501(c)3 technology charity disrupting the event ticketing industry for good!

Supported by:

Google.org
Track Record
Humanitix run-rate July 2022

- >$8M Annual recurring revenue (from $200M in ticket sales)
- >$2M Social Impact Per Annum
- >100% Above Pre-COVID peaks
- Self-Funding Humanitix Australia & New Zealand a self-funding charity
“Since going blind after cancer treatment, I’ve given up going to events. It’s always a disaster.”

Rocco Cutri
The humane choice for tickets
The Cola Wars
The Cola Wars
Example 1:
Volunteer Turnover Rates in Non Profits
Example 2: School Guidance Counselor

Helping make the pieces fit
Example 3: Tech Impact CX Training, Las Vegas
“the people with the most to lose from genuine social change have placed themselves in charge of social change”

Winners Take All: The Elite Charade of Changing the World, Anand Giridharadas,
Why the question about democratizing philanthropy?

- The **top 10 percent** of humanity holds 90% of the planet’s wealth.
  - The **top 1 percent** provides about a third of all charitable dollars given in the U.S.
- Just 0.7% of U.S. foundation funding goes to Latinx-serving nonprofits in the U.S.

“Foundations are **unaccountable**, both politically and in terms of the disciplines of the market: they are governed by **trustees who are elected, not by the public, but by existing trustees**. In this sense they are profoundly anti-democratic”.

Philanthropy: From Aristotle to Zuckerberg by Paul Vallely
What is a Digital Giving Circle?

- Members of a community that pool and mobilize resources to invest in the causes that most inspire them.
- They decide in a participatory and democratic way the organizations that will receive grant resources.
Why Do People Like Giving Circles?

- Improve mental health and wellbeing
- Foster civic engagement
- Reduce isolation and increased sense of belonging and community

“Giving circle membership tends to result in people who give more and give to a wider array of organizations”

Giving Circles: A Way Forward for Democratizing Philanthropy by Michael Layton

*Data from: https://latinocf.org/*
“giving circles are probably the single best expression of democratic philanthropy”

W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2012

with over 46,000 GC members in the US, an estimated $1.29 billion in grants has been distributed
The Challenge

- A culture where **philanthropy** is seen as something reserved for the ultrawealthy.
- Lack of tech opportunities for civically minded donors to build community and engage in **meaningful long-term giving initiatives**.
- Lack of bilingual giving infrastructure for **Spanish-speaking donors**.
- Difficult **management** and **accountability** issues for existing Giving Circles.
- Trust issues when it comes to **transparency** and the **impact of giving**.

**Lack of solutions specifically designed to mobilize philanthropic resources for BIPOC communities**
Technology can help democratize philanthropy, inspire more people to give and invest in the causes we care about.
The Solution

Platforms for digital giving circles facilitates collective giving state-wide and cross-border and offers a digital solution to easily set up and run a Giving Circle.
The Solution

Through Digital Giving Circles, donors and social change leaders can:

- Build a community, donate, raise money, and give to organizations across the Americas through participatory grant-making.
- Create a member profile page to share their causes and leadership.
- Publicize the goals and impact of their GC and inspire members and supporters to make online payments quickly and securely.
- Take advantage of recurring donations and other tools to manage transactions.
- Communicate their grant-making impact and build trust in the work.
Digital Giving Circles

Philanthropy today must be a democratic tool to build resources and grow influence for Latinx communities, creating spaces for the community by the community.

Digital GCs help democratize philanthropy and funding decisions by sharing power and inspiring committed donors and grassroots philanthropists to engage in civic and social action.
HIPGive is Hispanics in Philanthropy's digital platform to **mobilize resources for social impact** projects throughout the Americas.

- $4.4 million from 48,000 individual donors
- $700,000 from institutional donors
- 1,000 Latinx organizations
- 17 countries
Join our community and receive the latest news

A Space to Engage and Inspire Others